Many Cities around the world are experiencing unprecedented economic and social decline. Communities are responding with a multitude of private and public initiatives, yet this positive energy can be splintered and dissipate before making long-term progress.

The facts are indisputable: In 2005, statistics showed an average of 16 U.S. children were murdered each day. Women in America were victims of nearly 200,000 incidents of rape and sexual assault. In 2007, worldwide terrorist incidents caused the deaths of 22,000 people. In the 20th century, worldwide conflicts broke historical records with estimates of more than 167 million politically motivated deaths.*

“The journey of a thousand leagues begins with a single step. So we must never neglect any work of peace within our reach, however small.” ~Adlai E. Stevenson, Ambassador to the United Nations

Are Cities of Peace important?

* Center for Disease Control, Youth Violence: Facts at a Glance, Summer, 2008; Zbigniew Brzezinski, Out of Control: Global Turmoil on the Eve of the Twenty-first Century

What do people around the world desire?
• Safety
• Prosperity
• Quality of Life
Isn’t it time to think of our world as a global neighborhood. Why not a neighborhood in peace?

Each day, billions of people work in their neighborhoods to create safety, prosperity, and higher quality of life. Students demanding an education; mothers not settling for anything less than a secure environment to raise their children; men volunteering at their house of prayer.

“The most important question in the world is, ‘Why is the child crying?’”
~Alice Walker, writer